
 

 

 
 
 

 

19 September 2022 

OIA IRO-290 
 

Email: @gmail.com 
 
Kia ora , 

Official information request on growth infrastructure in Lower Hutt city. 

I write regarding your official information request dated Monday 22 August 2022 for 
all investigative information regarding the ability of aging infrastructure in Lower 
Hutt handling the addition high density infill housing and multi house developments.  

We have considered your request in accordance with the Local Government Official 
Information and Meetings Act 1987 (the Act) and determined that we are able to 
provide part of the information you have requested. 

Please see attached in our email to you the “Hutt City Three-Waters Growth Study 
2022”. 

However, we have decided that we are unable to grant your request for all 
investigative information held by Wellington Water pursuant to Section 17(f) of the 
Act. To provide all the information you have requested would require a dedicated 
resource for up to 4 weeks to collect and collate the information. There would also 
be significant costs to reengage the consultants who had undertaken much of the 
work.  
 
We believe the attached growth report will address your concerns regarding aging 
infrastructure in Lower Hutt as it comprises of the investigations and modelling work 
into a single cohesive report. 

You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman of this 
decision. Information about how to make a complaint is available at 
www.ombudsman.parliament.nz or freephone 0800 802 602.  

Ngā mihi 

 
Manager, Customer Experience 
Wellington Water Ltd 
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Executive Summary  
The Hutt City Three-Waters Growth Study has been undertaken to assess the anticipated forecast growth in 
the Hutt City territorial area, and identify three-water infrastructure improvements to accommodate 
predicted population growth over the next 30-years.  
 
This study covers the geographical area of the Hutt City Council (HCC) including Wainuiomata, and Stokes 
Valley. The population used for assessment of drinking water and wastewater is based on forecasts 
provided and agreed with HCC in 2020, of 105,247 (2020) to 130,323 (2050), a growth of 25,075 (or 23.8%).  
Since population forecasts were confirmed for modelling, Sense Partners (2021) forecasts raised potential 
growth for HCC to 48,906 (42.9%) over 30-years (from 2021-2051).   
 
The study is comprised of the following sub-components:  
1. Three waters network constraints and opportunities assessment to enable growth;  
2. Three-waters infrastructure options development to service HCC Plan Change 43 enabled 

development over the next 30 years (2020-2050).  
3. Level 1 costs estimates for each identified concept option in accordance with the Wellington Water 

Cost Estimation Manual.  
4. A strategic environmental assessment that identifies contributing factors for where growth impacts the 

environment via the three waters networks.  
 
Due to the relatively flat nature of the Hutt valley floor, servicing for water supply is relatively 
straightforward, however, the topography brings significant challenges for wastewater and stormwater. 
Servicing Wainuiomata and Stokes Valley are the most challenging and expensive due to existing 
topographical constraints (e.g. Wainuiomata Hill requires pumping of wastewater over it; and in Stokes 
Valley steep hillsides and flat areas of land create challenges for managing stormwater).  
 
This study has found that there is a significant programme of investigative, design, and physical works 
needed to meet the demands of future growth and bring existing networks to target levels of service. The 
proposed improvements that have been identified in this study have an associated cost estimate of 
approximately $1.27BIL.   
 
The costs estimated to undertake water supply improvements are $191.26M, wastewater improvements 
are $271.13M and stormwater improvements are $810.2M. These were estimated using the Level 1 Cost 
Estimate method and using 2020 (revision 11) rates.  
 
The significant cost estimates for stormwater are attributed to existing stormwater flooding issues and 
meeting targeted levels of service assumed for this study (habitable floor levels protected for 1 in 100yr + 
climate change). The prioritisation of investment needed in new stormwater infrastructure will need 
further early project development that factor in affordability criteria, emerging environmental standards, 
and community expectations for level of service.  
 
The proposed capacity upgrades for city-level network infrastructure are: 

a) Drinking water reservoir storage in Delaney (new), Holborn/Shaftesbury (new), Naenae (new), 
Wainuiomata (new) and Eastbourne (new). 

b) Wastewater pump station and rising mains in Hutt CBD (new); Boulcott (new), North Wainuiomata 
(new); Wellington St & Wise Park, Wainuiomata (upgrades). 

c) Wastewater storage at Engineered Overflow Points (EOPs) at Fraser and Main Road in 
Wainuiomata (new). 

d) Wastewater improvements including regrading/upgrading pipes, increasing pump station capacity, 
and providing storage to address existing network constraints including in Stokes Valley, Alicetown, 
Maungaraki, Seaview, Waterloo and Waiwhetu.  
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e) Stormwater network capacity improvements and/or flood management in Stokes Valley, 
Alicetown, Taita, Naenae, Melling, Woburn and Wainuiomata.  

f) Stormwater management improvements for Black Creek channel and Parkway Drive; and a 
proposed wetland in Upper Fitzherbert in Wainuiomata.  

Exclusions from this study include: 
• Bulk water source, treatment and distribution 
• Wastewater Joint Venture Trunk Network and Seaview WWTP 
• Water quality improvements (covered by SMS/SMPs consent) 
• Local upgrades to facilitate development 

 
A Strategic Environmental Assessment of growth, identified effects of growth varied depending on water  
type and receiving environment. In some situations, strategic interventions such as policies, may not be 
enough, resulting in need for communities to decide on allocation of investment to protect ecosystem 
services and also provide for growth.  Strategic Interventions (or mitigation measures) are actions taken to 
avoid or minimise adverse environmental impacts. Examples may include caps on water use, increase in 
requirement for green infrastructure into new urban design, application of new technologies to reduce or 
improve water systems and sustained, deliberate and coordinated investment to support growth.      
 
Key recommendations resulting from this study for HCC to consider include: 
 

1. Review and prioritise investment to support growth for 2024 investment plan/strategy.  
2. Develop adaptive and responsive strategies to manage uncertainty of growth, including improved 

data sharing and funding upgrades as growth progresses.    
3. Identify opportunities to streamline projects with external infrastructure providers (e.g. Waka 

Kotahi, Kainga Ora) 
4. Progress further policy/guidance work (as per Table 7) 
5. Support option development, community engagement and investment cases for stormwater flood 

management.   
6. Support WWL to undertake an integrated wastewater plan for Seaview WWTP and joint-venture 

network to support growth.  
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Figure 1: Hutt City Growth Study – Proposed key 3-W servicing improvements 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Purpose of this study 
The purpose of the Hutt City Growth Study is to assess the anticipated forecast growth in the Hutt City 
territorial area, and identify three-water infrastructure improvements to accommodate predicted population 
growth over the next 30-years (2020-2050). 
 
The baseline information in this report provides a strategic overview of current knowledge, and 
recommendations for subsequent programming of further detailed investigations, business cases, early 
project development, and where possible, detailed design and delivery. 
 
The information in this study can be used to develop long term planning and investment programmes for the 
City, such as, and not limited to, Long-Term Plans (LTP), Infrastructure Strategies, Asset Management Plans, 
and Development Contributions, and Wellington Regional Growth Framework (WRGF), Future Development 
Plans, Spatial and District Plans. 
 
1.2 Scope of this study  
 
The scope of the study includes: 

• Assessing the three-waters upgrades required to support growth within Hutt City Council 
boundaries (including Wainuiomata). 

• Support growth associated with Hutt City Council’s Plan Change 43.  
• Propose infrastructure servicing for city-level network infrastructure for drinking water, 

wastewater and stormwater. Refer to box below for categorisation of three waters infrastructure.  
• Proposed improvements to address both Level of Service (LOS) and Growth.  

 
There are a number of assumptions and limitations that have been applied to the study which can be found 
in 5.4.  
 

Categorisation of three waters infrastructure 
 
Three waters infrastructure can be categorised as: 

• Regional (Trunk/Bulk) infrastructure – includes the wastewater (joint-venture) trunk pipe that runs the 
length of the Hutt Valley and connects to the Seaview Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP), and the 
WWTP itself. For water supply this includes water sources, bulk water pipelines and water treatment 
plants. This level of infrastructure is not included in this study and will be the subject of separate studies. 

• City-level network infrastructure – includes upgrades to service growth at a city level, including 
addressing existing constraints and level of service deficits. For instance a new reservoirs in Stokes 
Valley, stormwater upgrades in Naenae, or wastewater upgrades across the city to support growth. The 
requirements for this level of infrastructure are included in this study. 

• Local infrastructure – includes infrastructure to service localised areas such as pipes of 150mm diameter 
or less and other associated local (street or neighbourhood) infrastructure. For instance a small pipe 
that will need to be upgraded when a multi-unit development is undertaken in Epuni. The requirements 
for this level of infrastructure are not included in this study. Work on this will be required when pipes 
are being renewed, or local level developments are planned or being undertaken when more detailed 
information is available. 
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1.3 Study Components  
 
The study scope encompasses, the following sub-components:  
 
1. Three waters network constraints and opportunities assessment to enable growth;  

 
2. Three-waters infrastructure options development to service HCC Plan Change 43 enabled 

development over the next 30 years (2020-2050).  
 

3. Level 1 costs estimates for each identified concept option in accordance with the Wellington Water Cost 
Estimation Manual.  
 

4. A strategic environmental assessment that identifies contributing factors for where growth impacts the 
environment via the 3-W networks.  

 
 
1.4 Growth Study Areas 
 
The study area for this Hutt City Growth Study is all the areas within the Hutt City Council boundaries. To 
support  focuses on eight areas as identified in Figure 2. The eight study areas have been developed as a 
mechanism to provide for ease of reading and presentation of information in manageable sizes. The study 
areas are consistent with the areas as defined in the Hutt City Development Contributions Policy 2021, with 
some of the larger areas in the Development Contributions Policy then broken down into smaller areas 
using suburbs and Statistical Area 2 Units as defined by Statistics New Zealand (see Appendix C.3 for more 
information on this). Being identified as a study area does not mean the area will necessarily be experience 
growth or that the projected level of growth for each study area is expected to be the same.   
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Figure 2: Growth Study Areas 
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2. Strategic Context 
The strategic context for this study is twofold: 

1. There are existing issues with meeting level of service within parts of Hutt City that need to be resolved 
to meet the needs of the existing population. A summary of the existing issues, are summarised in Section 
6, with further details provided in supporting technical reports listed in Section 9.1  

2. A  need to provide a holistic view of the potential constraints and solutions for three-waters networks to 
service projected growth enabled under PC43.  

 
HCC with support from wider actors have identified a number of areas for potential growth2, these include: 

• Hutt CBD - Riverlink redevelopment area in association with stopbank upgrades and new Melling bridge  

• Greenfield areas including Northern Wainuiomata, Kelson and Stokes Valley     

• Naenae town centre 

• Waterloo station   

 
2.1 Environmental Context  
The environmental context is an important backdrop to growth, as the environment itself, as well as the 
consenting, legislative and policy framework and proposed (RMA and water) reforms have a significant 
impact on the standards and expectations placed on three-waters infrastructure into the future. Further 
details of the environmental context can be found in Appendix A. Climate change will also have an impact 
on future planning and development controls, particularly in Petone, Seaview and Moera. Appendix B 
provides details of climate change considerations in supporting technical studies.  
 
Of region wide significance is the Waiwhetu Aquifer which Wellington draws a significant portion of its 
drinking water from and which sits underneath the Lower Hutt valley floor.  The aquifer has environmental 
protection limits as a drinking water source, and remains at risk of contamination from future development 
intensification.  
 
2.1.1 Aquifer Source Protection  
 
The Waiwhetu Aquifer is a vital water source for the region (refer to Figure 3). Typically, about 40 percent of 
Wellington Waters’ customer’s drinking water is sourced from the aquifer, but this can be up to 70 percent 
during the summer. The Waiwhetu Aquifer is a natural underground water system located beneath the Hutt 
Valley and Wellington Harbour. It is generally located between 20 m and 70 m below ground level and is ‘fed’ 
by a combination of river and rainwater seeping into the ground and becoming confined beneath its aquitard. 
Layers of gravel trapped below the aquitard allow for water to flow underground as an aquifer. 
 
Water sourced from the Waiwhetu Aquifer is drawn from eight bores located along the “Knights Road spine” 
(collectively known as the Waterloo Wellfield) and transferred to the Waterloo WTP via the Waterloo 
collector main. The bores are approximately 40 m deep with the bore head and chambers located 
underground. Six of the bores were installed in 1980 and two further were added in 1989.  
 

 
2 Note, as certainty over plans and timing for areas tagged for growth develop, associated infrastructure should be reviewed in more detail.  
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2.3 Growth Planning Framework  
The Wellington Water Growth Planning Framework (Figure 4) shows the progression from planning to design 
& delivery as growth areas develop. Realistically this is a continuous cycle as system assumptions change 
both spatially and temporally.  
 

 
 
Figure 4: Growth Planning Framework Stages 

The focus of the Hutt City Growth study is between the Strategic Planning and Options Planning stages of 
growth planning. Although options are used for the purposes of costing, these are only considered indicative 
at this stage as changes are expected when more detail and further information becomes available, which is 
addressed at the Concept Design stage. 
Growth planning in this Study takes the best information available today, knowing that there are 
uncertainties that cannot be predicted. It looks to understand the dynamic nature of growth and looks at 
ways to close any existing level of service gaps and to future-proof infrastructure investment interventions.  

3. Service Planning and Investment Advice 
Wellington Water developed the Regional Service Plan (RSP) to show the connection between the Wellington 
Water three waters strategy and implementing the operational and capital investment programmes overall 
and for each council. To support consistent investment advice, a set of priorities was developed as follows:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Taking the current regional challenges into account alongside the funding options available, Wellington 
Water developed an investment plan that outlines HCC key activities and projects to begin bringing levels of 
service up to performance expectations. Figure 5 shows the 2021 LTP focus of spending consistent with the 
medium investment plan option provided to Hutt City Council.  
 

Wellington Water Strategic Priorities 
Priority 1: Looking after existing infrastructure 
Priority 2: Supporting growth 
Priority 3: Sustainable water supply and demand 
Priority 4: Improving environmental water quality 
Priority 5: Climate resilience  
Localised issues: reducing flood risk, seismic resilience, firefighting water supply 
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4. Existing three waters network 
 
4.1 Overview of the three waters network  
Hutt City Council has significant three-water network infrastructure across its city as shown in Figure 6.3  
 

 
 Figure 6: HCC three water assets (fair value) 

 
In Hutt City, there is a sizeable amount of existing, aging infrastructure to look after, as can be seen in Figure 
7. 
 

 

Provisional 
condition 

grade 

Remaining 
useful life 

range4 

Condition 
description 

1 >/= 75%  Very Good 

2 50 – 74% Good 

3 25 – 49% 
Moderate / 
Adequate 

4 3 – 24% Poor 

5 </= 2% Very Poor 
 

Figure 7: Condition of Hutt City Councils pipe network 

 
  

 
3 As identified in Hutt City Council supplement to the Regional Service Plan for Water Services in the Wellington Region – August 2021 

4 Remaining Useful Life percentage range follows similar principals described in IPWEA Condition Assessment and Asset 
Performance Guidelines Practice Note 7 Water Supply and Sewerage, Table 9 - 2 (Water Mains). 
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4.3 Wastewater network 
 
The Lower Hutt wastewater catchment combines with inflows from the Upper Hutt catchment in the north 
and Wainuiomata catchment in the east, to discharge to the Seaview Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).  
 
The Lower Hutt wastewater catchment is approximately 3,200 ha in size and the wastewater network serves 
an estimated population of 80,865. When Upper Hutt and Wainuiomata are also included the totals are 5,800 
ha and 134,000 people. The network consists of approximately 500 km of foul gravity sewers and 36 pump 
stations (HAL, 2021). 
 
The Silverstream Storage Tank is located at the boundary between Lower and Upper Hutt and provides 
10,000 m3 storage immediately upstream of the river crossing providing some relief during large wet weather 
flow conditions. When activated, flows across the river are reduced and pumped into the storage tank and 
released once inflows have reduced. 
 
The existing Wainuiomata wastewater catchment covers approximately 600 ha of predominantly residential 
land use. The network consists of six pump stations (with associated constructed overflow points), ten 
network Engineered Overflow Points (EOPs), and four bifurcations.  
 
Two northern areas drain directly to the Wise Park and Wellington Rd pump stations, however, these both 
have wet weather flows diversions to the south and the remainder of the catchment drains directly to the 
Wainuiomata Pump Station. The Wise Park PS is the terminal point, from which the entire Wainuiomata 
catchment is pumped to the Seaview WWTP. 
 
4.4 Stormwater network 
 
Lower Hutt encompasses the following hydrological stormwater catchments as shown in Figure 9 Petone-
Alicetown catchment, is located west of the Hutt River. The majority of the stormwater network operates 
under gravity, either to Wellington Harbour, the Hutt River, or the dead arm of the Hutt River. Five pump 
stations have been constructed in the Petone-Alicetown Catchment, the last of which was built in 1982. The 
catchment is also dissected with pressurised stormwater mains that drain areas in the western hills. The most 
significant of these is the Udy Street culvert, which drains a catchment of approximately 165 ha in the western 
hills.  

• Waiwhetu catchment is defined by Waiwhetu Stream which flows southward from its headwaters in the 
Eastern Hutt hills to enter the Hutt River downstream of Estuary Bridge. The catchment is approximately 
18 km2, with a main stream length of about 9 km. The headwaters of the stream, in the Eastern Hutt 
hills, are relatively steep but as the stream emerges onto the valley floor in Naenae the gradient reduces. 
An estuarine zone of 2 km extends upstream from the Waiwhetu Stream mouth (GWRC, 2004). 

• Wainuiomata catchment is primarily drained by Black Creek, which is a highly modified channel running 
from north to south through the catchment. The western areas of Wainuiomata drain to Parkway Drain 
before connecting to Black Creek downstream of the Nelson Crescent bridge. Black Creek ultimately 
drains to the Wainuiomata River to the south. 

• Stokes Valley catchment is situated in the north-eastern part of Hutt City. It comprises flat areas of land 
in the valley surrounded by steep hillsides. The catchment size considered part of this investigation is 
approximately 1,145 hectares, with an approximate population of 10,151. 

• Western Hills catchment is largely undeveloped and consists of vast areas of forest park, and rural 
properties. Flows from the Western Hills impact the Petone catchment.  

• Eastbourne catchment is long and narrow and consists of short catchments, which drain to the sea, and 
will likely be impacted by sea level rise. 
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Figure 9: Hutt City Stormwater Catchments 

 
4.5 Level of Service 
LOS relates to a set of measures used to standardise customer and regulatory expectations. In this study LOS 
measures are used to verify that current and future populations will receive the same service. There remain 
uncertainties over future LOS in some areas especially those relating to environmental standards, such as 
water quality. Simplistically the gap in the targeted level of service required versus being provided, needs to 
be filled with water infrastructure and/or services and this comes at a cost. 
 
In assessing existing level of service against a target level of service, several types of gaps need to be 
considered, as depicted in Figure 10.  
• The existing capacity may not meet the current service target. 
• The existing capacity may not meet the future service target. 
• Apparent decline in capacity to match future service targets due to growth (increased demand) using 

up existing capacity. 
• Changes to environmental requirements or community expectations are not met through existing 

infrastructure. 
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Figure 10: Level of Service and Growth 

The following describes the level of service used in the Hutt City Growth Study.  
 
4.5.1 Water Supply Level of Service  
 
Water Supply levels of service are applied based on the Regional Standard for Water Services for: 
• Minimum and maximum pressure 
• Reservoir storage 
• Reservoir replenishment (i.e. time to fill) 
 
4.5.2 Wastewater Level of Service  
 
The target levels of service for this study are: 
• Uncontrolled overflows to not exceed a one spill per year wet weather overflow frequency  
• Overflows at constructed locations to not exceed an average of two spills per year wet weather overflow 

frequency. 
 
These levels of service may change in future as further work is completed to understand the community-
environmental objectives, and cost-benefit of various scenarios through the consent process. 
 
4.5.3 Stormwater Level of Service  
 
The stormwater level of service used for growth planning are as follows:  

• Safe access to and protection from flooding of habitable floors in the 100-year flood event that includes 
the predicted impact of climate change (20% increase in rainfall intensity).  

• Safe access to and protection from flooding for Commercial/Businesses in the 10-year flood event.  
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In addition to flood protection, water quality considerations need to include the effects of existing and future 
stormwater networks discharging into the receiving environment. These must be managed in accordance 
with the Wellington Water Stormwater Management Strategy for the catchments as well as Greater 
Wellington Regional Council guidelines.  
 

5. Overview of approach  
The development and presentation of the findings of the Hutt City Growth Study involved the following key 
elements.  
 
5.1 Baseline Performance and Constraint Analysis 
 
Given the vast and complex Hutt City three-water networks it was important to start by undertaking a 
stock-take of existing network performance, including known issues and geographical challenges.  
 
This stage involved:  

• Development of constraints maps for each water, for example preliminary flood maps, known 
water storage constraints, and wastewater overflows shown within models. 

• Review and compilation of existing study and options development information so as to make use 
of previous planning and investigations.  

• Review of existing issues with network engineering and operational input to assess confidence and 
ground-truth modelled issues.  

 
5.2 Option Development  
 
Upon completing baseline performance and constraint analysis the next step was to close gaps in 
performance knowledge, assess potential causes, identify existing level of service deficiencies and assess 
the impacts of growth scenarios on the three-waters networks. The process followed was slightly different 
for each water, and catchment. Option development involves issues/problem identification and confidence 
assessment; followed by development of long-list of options before short-listing and modelling the 
outcomes of making changes to the networks to service future growth.  
 
For water supply option development is further advanced due to clear level of service requirements, model 
calibration and relatively straight-forward nature of the network.  
 
For wastewater, options were developed to achieve an assumed reasonable level of service criteria based 
on industry practices, however there is potential that performance criteria may change following 
development of future network overflow consents and regulatory requirements.  
 
For stormwater, we have provided high-level options to address existing issues and support stormwater 
flooding levels of service driven by habitable floor flooding. The costs of reducing and mitigating flooding 
can be significant, therefore it is likely that further stakeholder consultation, option development and 
business case preparation be undertaken to support preferred ways forward.     
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5.3 Aggregation and Presentation of Findings     
 
The last step in the preparing the growth study findings, was to aggregate and present the findings on the 
basis of constraints, options and recommendations. This involved compilation of findings of relevant 
technical options studies into a list and maps.   
 
The findings represent a point in time, and a series of options available to meet the current and future 
target performance levels to service 30-year growth. It is likely that these options will evolve over time with 
growth demands, development activity, major infrastructure projects, community expectations and new 
standards. Therefore, identified projects and programmes should be considered as a set of possible options 
that will likely change as designs progress, costs are refined and community priorities change. They are our 
current best understanding to support a pipeline of future projects and investment profile.  
 
5.4 Assumptions and Limitations 
 
There remain a number of assumptions and limitations that have been used to support the development of 
this study, as follows.  
 
Stormwater flooding areas 
The following areas are excluded from the study for stormwater flooding, as these models are still under 
development, and areas were identified as low growth:  
• Eastbourne  
• Western Hills  
 
Stormwater quality 
Due to remaining uncertainty over the stormwater management strategy and management plans 
framework; stormwater quality has not been addressed in this growth study. Further detailed catchment 
level analysis will be needed to support the identification of catchment and localised water quality devices. 
What we do know is that future standards will likely be much more stringent and require investment in 
improving water quality outcomes and growth offers an opportunity to advance these objectives.  
 
Population  
Population information used to support the development of the growth study is based on the best available 
information at the time of modelling and option development. It is acknowledged that growth estimates 
remain uncertain and that there are likely further changes in these estimates based on a range of 
demographic, economic and regulatory factors. Where possible efforts have been made to assess the 
impacts of changes in population growth, and to comment on potential sensitivity of options to this 
growth. It is also important to remember, that as options develop into projects and progress through 
design and delivery the latest growth information is used.  
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6. Key Findings – Constraints and Solutions  
This section of the report identifies the constraints on the current three waters networks and possible 
solutions available and costs to resolve these constraints, and provide for growth. For an understanding of 
solutions by study area refer to Appendix E. Figure 11 summarises the proposed options required to address 
existing constraints and provide for growth.  
 

 
Figure 11: Hutt City Growth Study – Proposed key 3-W servicing improvements 
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The amount of water storage required both for current storage and going forward is determined by the 
increase in the population of the city – the faster the population increases, the more demand on current 
storage and the sooner new storage capacity might be needed. 
 
This projected shortfall as identified by Stantec (2021) is 25.7 ML or approximately 36% of the current water 
shortage in water storage. Unless a number of water storage solutions are implemented this will be a 
constraint to growth and continue to impact levels of service. 
 
Figure 13 shows storage shortfall for the city as a whole in three ways - the current shortfall, the shortfall 
with expected growth levels and no solutions implemented and the shortfall with expected growth with 
solutions added.  It is broken down into Water Storage Areas (WSA).  
 
Points with regards to key7 water storage constraints in the city are: 

• Lower Hutt Central - the shortfall related to modelled levels of growth if calculated by strictly following 
the guidelines and the WSA extent is very large - around 30 ML. Given the proximity of the reservoir to 
the water treatment plant and source the required volume to service Lower Hutt Central has been 
reduced, with a new proposed 15ML reservoir.  

• Wainuiomata - there is a predicted shortfall of 8.0 ML of storage volume with growth, to meet the seismic 
and operational (peak daily demand) levels of service. This will mean almost doubling the current storage 
volume in this area. Approximately half of this storage volume is needed just to meet current population 
and demand levels and the other half relates to predicted growth in existing areas and new greenfield.   

• Stokes Valley – there is a forecast a shortfall of in Stokes Valley, as a result two new reservoirs are 
required in Stokes Valley – a 1.5 ML reservoir in Holborn to service greenfield growth in the short term 
and a 1.2 ML in Delaney in the long term. Both reservoirs address storage issues in Stokes Valley due to 
growth. Further analysis using Sense Partners (2021) increased population forecasts for the area may 
increase the longer term shortfall from 1.2ML to 4.2 ML. The size and storage configuration requirement 
needs to be investigated further. 

• Eastbourne - the supply to Eastbourne can easily be interrupted through an operational outage or in a 
seismic event as the bulk supply crosses liquefaction-prone ground through Seaview. Whilst not a storage 
size issue, it could impact on supply. The size of this reservoir may need to be increased from the initial 
estimate of 1.3 ML to 2.2 ML due to increased populations forecasts (Sense Partners 2021) for this study 
area. A suitable location to place a new reservoir has proven challenging due to the terrain.   

• Western Hills - The ZMP (2020) recommended no major investment was required as the shortfall in this 
study area was small and options available for construction of a new reservoir are limited. The ZMP 
recommended greenfield developments of in total of 370 lots, be fed by the existing Liverton Reservoir.   

 
7 Note there are other minor works recommended but these are of a smaller scale and therefore not included in this report.  The full 
information can be found in the Stantec report “Hutt City Water Supply Zone Management Plan (Hutt Valley excluding Wainuiomata) 
– November 2020”. 
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Figure 13: Water storage capacity for current population with reservoir storage solutions based on ZMPs.  
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Figure 16: Identified wastewater problem areas Wainuiomata (HAL, 2020) 

 



   
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 17: Identified wastewater network upgrades (excluding Wainuiomata) (HAL, 2021) 



   
 

 
 

 
Figure 18: System Performance including Proposed Upgrades (HAL, 2020) 

 
Wastewater constraint No 1 – Alicetown 
 
The wastewater network in Alicetown is aged and in many places in a poor condition. Flooding issues are 
confirmed by Wellington Water and renewal projects are currently being planned for. A number of pipe 
sections have inadequate capacity causing relatively steep hydraulic grade lines and large energy losses. 
 
There are the following constraints/issues: 

• Williams Grove - manhole is simulated to spill frequently (4.5 spills/yr on average under existing 
conditions) due to downstream pipe capacity constraints at Herbert Street. Some sections of the network 
in this area are due for renewal and could be combined with provision of additional capacity. GIS data 
shows pipe condition grade 5 (i.e., Fail) for half of Herbert St. 

• Railway Ave - manhole surcharges frequently (simulated 7 spills/yr on average under existing conditions) 
due to pipe capacity constraints. Also, other fairly frequent overflows simulated in this area, and static 
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Stormwater constraint No 3 – Waiwhetu catchment flooding 
 

 
Figure 21: Suburb Prioritisation within Waiwhetu Catchment 

The Waiwhetu (sometimes referred to 
as Eastern Lower Hutt) catchment 
includes the following suburbs 

• Taita 

• Avalon 

• Naenae North and Naenae South 

• Boulcott 

• Fairfield 

• Melling 

• Waterloo West and Waterloo East 

• Woburn 

• Upper Waiwhetu and Lower 
Waiwhetu 

• Moera 

• Seaview 

 

These areas are shown on Figure 21, 
which also indicates the resulting 
prioritisation following the 
assessment of flood risk and growth. 
 
It includes areas that are low-lying 
which causes them to be prone to 
flooding. 
 

 

An assessment was undertaken to understand flooding in the Waiwhetu catchment and identify the key 
causes of flooding in the area (as shown in Figure 22). This was done by examining reported flooding 
incidences, examining modelled areas of flooding, and undertaking some catchment-wide conceptual 
modelling.  These are shown in  

The main causes of flooding in the Waiwhetu catchment are: 
• High inflows (particularly from steep rural catchments in Naenae and Taita) 
• Pipe network undersized 
• Channels undersized 
• Depressions and overland flow obstructions 
• High tailwater (Hutt River, Waiwhetū Stream, tide) 
• Intake capacity issues (sumps, inlets) 
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Figure 22: Waiwhetu Problem areas identified as flood prone in 1%AEP + CC event (Stantec 2021) 

Work was undertaken to identify flood prone areas and understand the cause, extent and impact of flooding 
in the Waiwhetu catchment. The Opahu Stream was identified as key constraint to the network with much 
of the Boulcott, Melling, Woburn and Waterloo West networks discharging to it. The Opahu Stream is 
relatively small and meanders through residential properties; therefore, it is considered un-feasible to 
increase the capacity of the stream. Flow diversion from the Opahu Stream directly to the Hutt River has 
instead been considered. 
 





   
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 23: Waiwhetu Stormwater Solutions 



   
 

 
 

7. Observations  
Geographical constraints  
 
For Hutt City, geographical features (i.e. flat valley floor, with steep hills, and separate valleys) play an 
important role in the options and issues to overcome in the provision of three-waters services. For 
example, with hill catchments draining to a flat valley floor making it more difficult to manage stormwater 
flooding however easier to provide water storage at scale. The Wainuiomata catchment, being separated 
from Seaview WWTP by a large hill, results in the need for expensive rising mains and pump stations to 
remove wastewater.  
 
Common themes continue to emerge from growth planning studies, that brownfield development is less 
expensive and more incremental than greenfield development. Greenfield developments are typically at 
the extent of networks and require the installation new and upgrade of existing infrastructure. 
 
To service growth in Hutt City (Lower Hutt), the costs to service Wainuiomata are in the order of $311.2 
million in comparison to $274.4 million in Central Hutt, and $356.7 million in Stokes Valley.   
 
Addressing stormwater flooding challenges for Hutt City Council are significant, with estimated costs in the 
order of $1072 million to meet targets levels of service used in this study for current and new residents. 
This challenge raises a number of opportunities for more integrated land-use in water sensitive urban 
design, land-use planning options and guidance to reduce the demands on hard infrastructure solutions.  
 
Dispersed nature of growth  
With new residential capacity enabled under PC43, and further enablement required by NPS-UD and 
medium density residential standards, the opportunities for intensification are significantly increased. This 
also brings with it challenges, in terms of forecasting and planning three-waters upgrades to support 
growth which is likely to be more dispersed and difficult to predict.    
 
This more dispersed growth, lends itself to more adaptive and flexible approaches, involving:  

• Improving visibility of developer intentions (including scale and timing) to better understand impacts.  

• Preparing catchment/neighbourhood plans that developers contribute to implementing, this will be 
particularly important in large-scale and high-intensification areas.  

• Allowing budgets and resources for responsive upgrades to address network constraints and impacts of 
growth as these arise.  

• Using renewals driven programmes as an opportunity to provide for future needs.  

• Undertaking programme approaches to remove existing network constraints     

 
Managing bulk and trunk network infrastructure    
This study focused on network infrastructure to support Hutt City Council growth, and excludes 
regional/cross-council assets in bulk water infrastructure; and wastewater joint-venture trunk 
infrastructure. There is more work to do in this space to manage the regions water and wastewater 
infrastructure; including managing the timing of future upgrades to manage changes in growth patterns.  
 
Uncertainty and Sensitivity to Change      
When planning into the future there will remain a degree of uncertainty. The work completed for this study 
is based on a set of assumptions, and the best available knowledge at the time. As there are many dynamic 
factors that influence the provision of future three water services, including future regulatory and 
community expectations, population growth, funding options and designs progress these are expected to 
evolve.  In the future we are expecting higher community and environmental expectations, and more 
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severe events (e.g. sea level rise, storm events, droughts) – these will increase the demands and risks to our 
three-waters networks and may result in higher levels of investment needed.  
 
The recommendations and outputs from this study are intended to provide a consolidated set of options, 
investigations and recommendations for how to service growth to achieve a defined levels of service.  
 
How has our understanding changed?  
This study is the culmination of years of model development, analysis and options development. It is the 
first time that all of this knowledge has been compiled into a single place to support a holistic view of the 
network and how it will be impacted by growth. We have been able to use new tools (such as the 
Waiwhetu stormwater model). New tools and data will continue to become available, and these will 
support future in-depth understanding of the networks refinement of options and designs.   
 
This study has significantly increased our understanding of the costs involved in managing existing and 
future three-waters networks.    
 

8. Findings, Recommendations and Next Steps    
8.1 Key findings  
 
The key findings from the Hutt City Growth Study, include: 

• There is a significant programme of investigative, design, and physical works needed to meet the 
demands of future growth and bring existing networks to target levels of service. The proposed 
improvements that have been identified in this study have an associated cost estimate of 
approximately $1.27BIL.   

• The costs estimated to undertake water supply improvements are $191.26M, wastewater 
improvements are $271.13M and stormwater improvements are $810.2M. These were estimated using 
the Level 1 Cost Estimate method and using 2020 (revision 11) rates.  

• The significant cost estimates for stormwater are attributed to stormwater flooding issues and meeting 
targeted levels of service assumed for this study (habitable floor levels protected for 1 in 100yr + 
climate change). The prioritisation of investment for new stormwater infrastructure will need further 
development factoring in climate retreat/mitigation policies, emerging environmental standards, and 
community expectations for level of service and affordability.  

• The proposed capacity upgrades for city-level network infrastructure are: 

a) Drinking water reservoir storage in Delaney (new), Holborn/Shaftesbury (new), Naenae (new), 
Wainuiomata (new) and Eastbourne (new). 

b) Wastewater pump station and rising mains in Hutt CBD (new); Boulcott (new), North Wainuiomata 
(new); Wellington St & Wise Park, Wainuiomata (upgrades). 

c) Wastewater storage at Engineered Overflow Points (EOPs) at Fraser and Main Road in 
Wainuiomata (new). 

d) Wastewater improvements including regrading/upgrading pipes, increasing pump station capacity, 
and providing storage to address existing network constraints including in Stokes Valley, Alicetown, 
Maungaraki, Seaview, Waterloo and Waiwhetu.  

e) Stormwater network capacity improvements and/or flood management in Stokes Valley, 
Alicetown, Taita, Naenae, Melling, Woburn and Wainuiomata.  

f) Stormwater management improvements for Black Creek channel and Parkway Drive; and a 
proposed wetland in Upper Fitzherbert in Wainuiomata.  
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Exclusions from this study include: 
• Bulk water source, treatment and distribution 
• Wastewater Joint Venture Trunk Network and Seaview WWTP 
• Water quality improvements (covered by SMS/SMPs consent) 
• Local upgrades to facilitate development 

 

• Due to the relatively flat nature of the Hutt valley floor, servicing this system for water supply is 
relatively straight-forward, however brings significant challenges for wastewater and stormwater.  

• Servicing Wainuiomata and Stokes Valley (although each with their own unique setting) are the most 
challenging and expensive due to their existing topographical constraints.  

• Growth will continue to place pressure on existing networks, and require the need for new investment 
in each level of infrastructure, from bulk/trunk; to city-level network, and local upgrades. This study has 
largely focused on city-level network infrastructure, further upgrades may be needed at the time of 
land development in the local network; and will be required in bulk/trunk infrastructure.  

• Changes to urban planning rules and policies will make it more difficult to predict when and where 
development will take place. This will require more adaptive responses, including policies/standards  
for new land developments when connecting to the three-waters network, neighbourhood/catchment 
infrastructure plans and progressive upgrades as areas develop.  

• A Strategic Environmental Assessment of growth, identified effects of growth varied depending on 
water  type and receiving environment. In some situations, strategic interventions such as policies, may 
not be enough, resulting in need for communities to decide on allocation of investment to protect 
ecosystem services and also provide for growth.  Strategic Interventions (or mitigation measures) are 
actions taken to avoid or minimise adverse environmental impacts. Examples may include caps on 
water use, increase in requirement for green infrastructure into new urban design, application of new 
technologies to reduce or improve water systems and sustained, deliberate and coordinated 
investment to support growth.      

 
8.2 Recommendations  
 
Key recommendations resulting from this study for HCC to consider include: 
 

7. Review and prioritise investment to support growth for 2024 investment plan/strategy.  
8. Develop adaptive and responsive strategies to manage uncertainty of growth, including improved 

data sharing and funding upgrades as growth progresses.    
9. Identify opportunities to streamline projects with external infrastructure providers (e.g. Waka 

Kotahi, Kainga Ora) 
10. Progress further policy/guidance work (as per Table 7) 
11. Support option development, community engagement and investment cases for stormwater flood 

management.   
12. Support WWL to undertake an integrated wastewater plan for Seaview WWTP and joint-venture 

network to support growth.  
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APPENDIX C: GROWTH IN LOWER HUTT 
 
C.1 Growth in Lower Hutt 
Understanding the level of housing and business growth expected in Lower Hutt over the next 30 years, or 
more is an important component of determining the three waters infrastructure requirements and the timing 
for these. 
 
The level of growth for modelling purposes was agreed in 20209 based on Forecast ID forecasts and used as 
a key input into all the studies undertaken to inform this report. These forecasts and the percentage of 
change associated with these can be seen in Figure . 
 

 
 
Figure C-1: Modelled populations forecasts (HCC provided based on Forecast ID 2019) 

Since those population numbers were first confirmed for modelling in 2020 a number of things have 
occurred.  These are explained below and comparison of populations shown Table  

1. The National Policy Statement – Urban Development (NPS-UD) has been finalised and requires that Hutt 
City Council provides for a higher level of density than has already been accounted for in PC43. Analysis 
on what potential housing growth is likely to be required to align with the NPSUD requirements is 
currently underway and is expected to be completed by mid-2022. Once complete the implications for 
three waters infrastructure will become clearer. 

2. The Wellington Regional Growth Framework has been completed which includes a “Lower Hutt Structure 
Plan” as an area of growth focus in the region covering the area from Woburn-Naenae-CBD/Riverlink and 
back across to Woburn.  Growth figures in this area have not been developed in detail, however, at this 
stage the level of growth is expected to be in line with PC43 and RiverLink expectations. 

 
9 Note that whilst population forecasts have changed the modelling undertaken for this work has not been updated.  Updating 
models is a time consuming and costly process. 
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APPENDIX D: LOWER HUTT THREE-WATER GROWTH 
STUDY PROJECT SCHEDULES AND COSTS 
 
D.1 Cost estimation process 
Level One cost estimates for capital upgrades were prepared according to the WWL Cost Estimation 
Manual (rev 0). Level One estimates are based on: 

• Risk Register outputs  

• No site investigations  

• Estimate land requirements.  

• Estimated consent conditions.  

• Possibility of scope change  

• A range of options that may be developed and delivered 

 
This is further explained below and is illustrated by Figure D-1, with Level One cost estimates including a 
40% contingency and a 60% funding risk. 
 
The cost estimates provided in this assessment, use 2020 base rates (version 11). Funding and investment 
plans using these estimates should consider additional costs associated with inflation, financing, land costs 
and management fees.  
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WWL Cost Estimation Manual – Estimate Process  
 

1. Physical Works Price: Covers costs associated with 
construction activities, environmental management, 
commissioning, requirements for historic places, service 
protection or diversion and contaminated land mitigation.  

2. Council Costs: Land and property purchase of non-council land.  

3. Consultants and Council Fees: Development, consenting, 
detailed design, procurement and MSQA. The base estimate 
for these fees is 18% of the physical works price.  

4. The sum of physical works price, council costs and consultants, 
and council fees is the Base Cost.  

5. Contingency: The financial provision for the known and 
unknown risks.  

6. The base cost with contingency added is the Expected 
estimate.  

7. Funding Risk: An additional 60% on top of the expected 
estimate, to cover the difference between the statistical mean 
and the 95th percentile of threats and opportunities.  

8. The expected estimate with the funding risk added is the 95th 
Percentile Estimate.  

9. Wellington Water Management Fee: 8% of the 95th Percentile 
Estimate. The final cost with the Wellington Water 
Management Fee added is the LTP Budget.  

 
Figure D-1: WWL Cost Estimation Manual Process 
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D.2 Cost Estimation Schedules

The following schedules provide project summary information for each water type and 
geographically grouped. These schedules can provide a useful compilation of options available to 
provide for growth and meet levels of service. Although there are a number of limitations in the 
geographic extent of areas covered and assumptions on level of service which should be taken 
into account when reviewing this data.  As per details outlined on the cost estimation process, 
estimates exclude inflation, financing and land costs.  

D.2.1 Water Supply – Central (excluding Wainuiomata)
D.2.2 Water Supply – Wainuiomata

D.2.3 Wastewater – Central (excluding Wainuiomata)
D.2.4 Wastewater – Wainuiomata

D.2.5 Stormwater – Petone Alicetown
D.2.6 Stormwater – Central, Eastern, Stokes Valley
D.2.7 Stormwater – Wainuiomata



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure type Option Reason / Benefit New/Existing Asset
Recommended 

Priority
Include / Discounted

Level 1 (95 percentile) w/out 
WWL Fee

Expected opex Trigger for upgrade

H_UPG-S1_Rezone Rata (pipe 
upgrades + new PRV)

Avalon - Naenae - Taita
Pipes and Pressure relief 

valve

- Replace AC pipes to be included in the new Rata pressure zone (1.5km of 
100mmØ ID mains)
- New PRV set at 95m head at the intersection of Hay St and Rata St

To address pressure issues Existing / New High YES  $                                        6,615,031 Low To address zone changes

H_UPG-S2_Rezone Sunville 
(rising main, PRV and pipe 
relocation/replacement)

Avalon - Naenae - Taita Pipes and PRV

- 350m of new 150mmØ suction main along Wilkie Crescent to the pump 
station
- 100m of new 150mmØ rising main along Wilkie Crescent from the pump 
station to Swainson Drive.
- Relocate existing Sunville PRV to the top of Swainson Drive and set to 95m 
head.
- Replace 1.5km of 150mmØ AC pipes in the new Sunville pressure-reduced 
zone.
- New PRV on Seddon Street and set to 95m head.

To address low pressures Existing / New High YES  $                                        9,213,646 Low To address zone changes

H_UPG-S3_New Holborn HL 
reservoir, pump, rising main and 

outlet main, and pipe renewal

Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park

Reservoir, pump station, & 
pipes

- New 1.5 ML reservoir at ~184m TWL.
- New 17kW pump station adjacent to Delaney Reservoir
- 600m of new dedicated 150mmØ rising main from the new pump station to 
the new Holborn HL Reservoir.
- Renew 1.4km of existing 100mmØ/150mmØ AC pipes in the new Holborn HL 
PMA
- 1.5km of new 200mmØ outlet main 

To increase capacity to cater for the 
development sites.

New / Existing Medium YES  $                                      25,155,183 
High (Pumpstation) / 

Low (pipes and 
reservoir)

To address growth from greenfield 
sites

H_UPG-S4_Naenae Reservoir 
Outlet Duplication and Upgrade 

of Waiwhetu Rd Main

Central Hutt, Avalon-
Naenae-Taita

Main and reservoir outlet
- Duplicate Naenae Reservoir outlet with 510m of 425mm mains.
- Upsize 300m of existing 375mmØ main along Waiwhetu Road/Naenae Road 
to 525mmØ, from Waiwhetu Road to Oxford Terrace

To address decreasing pressure as 
population increases

Existing / New Medium YES  $                                        4,952,746 Low To address anticipated growth

H_UPG-S5_Naenae Reservoir 
No.2

Central Hutt, Avalon-
Naenae-Taita, Gracefield

Water storage - Construct additional Naenae storage (15ML) To address calculated storage shortfall New High YES  $                                      37,078,929 Low To address existing LOS issues

H_UPG-S6_Delaney Reservoir 
No.2

Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park

Water storage - Construct additional Delaney storage (4.2ML)
To increase capacity to cater for the 

development sites (future stages)
New Medium YES  $                                      18,409,974 Low

To address future storage storage 
shortfall

H_UPG-S7_Lower Hutt Central 
Alternative Source - Emergency 
PRVs and Flow Control Valves

Lower Hutt Central & 
Western Hills

PRV and flow control valves
- Use emergency PRVs and flow control valves to transfer supply from the 
Western Hills to the Hutt Valley Floor

For resilience during operational or seismic 
outage

New Medium YES  $                                        1,633,498 Low To address network resilience

H_UPG-S8_Lower Hutt Central 
Alternative Source - PRV controls

Lower Hutt Central & 
Western Hills

Controls for the PRV and flow 
control valves

- Set up of controls for PRVs and flow control valves to transfer supply from the 
Western Hills to the Hutt Valley Floor 

For resilience during operational or seismic 
outage

New Medium YES  $                                           136,125 Low To address network resilience

H_UPG-S9_New Eastbourne 
Reservoir

Eastbourne Water storage - Construct additional Eastbourne storage (2.2ML reservoir)
For resilience and to meet existing seismic 

and operational requirements
New Medium YES  $                                      12,900,584 Low

To address existing shortfall 
(decision required based on growth 

and network resilience factors)

H_INV_P1_Gracefield Reservoir 
Refill Investigation

Gracefield, Avalon-
Naenae-taita, and 

Central Hutt
Investigation

- Undertake investigation to enable Gracefield Reservoir to refill to at least 70% 
full.

To meet WWL storage requirements to be 
70% full under current peak day

N/A High YES  $                                           272,250 N/A To address existing LOS issues

H_INV-P2_Petone - High Pressure 
Investigations

Petone - Alicetown Investigation - Undertake further investigation on pressure reduction
Assess opportunities to reduce very high 

leakage
N/A Medium YES  $                                           272,250 N/A To address existing LOS issues

SUM 116,640,214$                                    

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - WATER SUPPLY (Ex. Wainuiomata)



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure Type Option Reason/Benefit
New / Existing 

Asset
Included / 

Discounted
Recommended 

Priority
Level 1 (95 percentile) 

w/out WWL Fee
Expected Opex Trigger for Update Comments

WMTA_PW1_Local Upgrade 
Fire

Wainuiomata Pipes

- Upsize 170m of 200mm dia main to 250mm dia
- Upsize 430m of 150/200mm dia main to 225mm dia along 
Meremere St
- Upsize 520m of 100mm dia to 150mm dia along Lees Gr, Reading 
St, and Holland St
- Upsize 500m of 100mm dia to 150mm dia along Hair St
- Open boundary valves along Fitzherbert Rd and install two 
flowmeters

- Address existing LOS 
issues for firefighting 

flows. 
Existing Included High  $                      8,165,897 Low

- Address existing 
LOS issues

2019/2020 planning horizon

WMTA_PW2_Local Upgrade 
Fire

Wainuiomata Pipes
- Upsize 450m of 200mm dia to 225mm along Parkway Rd
- Upsize 600m of 150mm dia to 200mm dia along Main Rd and 
Homedale Rd

- Address growth LOS 
issues for firefighting 

flows. 
Existing Included High  $                      6,235,236 Low

- Address future 
growth LOS

2033 planning horizon

WMTA_PW3_Strategic 
Upgrade Option 1 (Fitzerbert 

Rd + Meremere St PRVs, 
Wainuiomata 3 Reservoir)

Wainuiomata
Reservoir, 

Pumpstation and 
pipes

- Install two emergency PRVs at Fitzherbert Rd and Meremere St
- New Wainui 3 Reservoir 

- Reduce existing high 
pressures, leakages, 
demand and bursts. 

New Included Medium  $                    40,218,479 Low
- Address future 

growth LOS
2033 planning horizon

WMTA_PW4_Local Pressure 
Upgrade Wise St, Wellington 

Rd
Wainuiomata Pipes

- Construct new parallel 150mm dia main along Wise St 
- Extend existing 150mm dia main along Wise St with a 20mm dia 
main up to the development site
- Upsize 1400m of 150mm dia to 300mm dia along Wellington

- Address growth LOS 
issues

New / Existing Included High  $                    20,002,080 Low
- Address future 

growth LOS
2050 planning horizon

WMTA_PW5_Section 1 Bulk 
Watermain Reservoir Rd

Wainuiomata Pipes
- Offline replacement of 750mm dia pipeline in Section 1 along 
Reservoir Rd

- Improve resilience of 
the bulk water main

Existing Included Medium  $                    39,727,802 Low - Address resilience 
Not a direct cost to HCC as it is 

owned by GWRC

WMTA_PW6_Section 2 Bulk 
Watermain Moores Valley Rd

Wainuiomata Pipes

- Offline/online replacement of 750mm dia pipeline in Section 2, 
(Moores Valley Rd / hair St).
- New alignment at Moores Valley Rd / Hair St intersection to 
remove the pipe from private land and facilitate relocation of the 
motorised line valve.
- Abandon section of Orongorongo to Karori main 

- Improve resilience of 
the bulk water main

Existing Included Medium  $                    10,149,364 Low - Address resilience
Not a direct cost to HCC as it is 

owned by GWRC

WMTA_PW7_Section 3 Bulk 
Watermain Wainuiomata Rd

Wainuiomata Pipes

- Online replacement of Section 3a (Main Rd / Wainuiomata Rd)
- Existing steel connection pipework to Wainuiomata PS No.1 to 
be retained
- Online / offline replacement of Section 3b (Wainuiomata Rd)

- Improve resilience of 
the bulk water main

Existing Included High  $                    72,146,270 Low - Address resilience
Not a direct cost to HCC as it is 

owned by GWRC

SUM 196,645,127$                  

Sub-Total (HCC) 74,621,692$                    
Sub-Total (GWRC) 122,023,436$                  

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - WATER SUPPLY - WAINUIOMATA



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure type Option Reason / Benefit New / Existing Asset Recommended 
Priority

Level 1 (95 percentile) 
w/out WWL Fee Expected opex Trigger for upgrade Information gaps

ALT03_Beaumont Ave WW pump 
station connection / storage tank Petone-Alicetown Storage - Replace 150mm sewer with 100m long 1500mm dia storage tank. 

- Upgrade 150m to 225mm dia and connection to PS to 300mm dia.
- Improve existing frequent flooding of multiple 
Manholes Existing High  $                          3,481,064 Low Address existing LOS issues

-  Network Optimisation (around bifurcation operation) as storage could 
provided in away to allow the existing poor condition assessed to be 
abandoned.

ALT01_Herbert St gravity main upgrade Petone-Alicetown Conveyance - Upgrade 225mm dia gravity main to 300mm dia

- Address potentially frequent spills of the MH shown in 
the model.
- This option also allows for the replacement of the poor 
condition asset

Existing High  $                          2,393,242 Low Address existing LOS issues and part of 
current renewal programme

ALT02_Railway Ave - sewer 
replacement Petone-Alicetown Conveyance - Replacement of the 225mm with 180m of 300mm ID sewer - Improve manhole surcharges Existing High  $                          1,225,810 Low Address existing LOS issues and part of 

current renewal programme

LOH03_Lower Hutt CBD Wastewater 
Bypass Central Hutt Pump Station & 

Network

- New 80-100 l/s pump station with 600m3 of emergency storage
- New 350m of 300mm dia rising main across Ewen Bridge to trunk 
line on true right river bank.
- New 2,050m of 375mm dia gravity sewer

- Improve frequent surcharges in existing manhole 
- Address flooding which is expected to increase due to 
expected growth Riverlink project

New High  $                       33,109,444 
High (pump 

station) / Low 
(pipes)

Riverlink housing regeneration (growth)

- Whether a pumped overflow should be installed with the station to provide 
resilience to surrounding network.
- Extent and size of the required gravity sewer
- Ability for the downstream network to receive flows during extended wet 
weather flow periods and operation of the Silverstream Tank.
- Investigations into staging of works including pump station capacity 
requirements at differing horizons, as upgrade is likely to be  influenced by  
the riverlink redevelopment

MAU02_Holly & Maple Gr WW storage Western Hills Investigations - Install 300m3 of storage at the intersection of Acacia Avenue & 
Dowse Drive. -  Improve existing flooding issues New High  $                       10,137,649 Low Address existing LOS issues - Flow monitoring required to assess feasibility of I&I reduction

NAN01_Fleet St WW storage Avalon - Naenae - Taita Storage - 230m of 150mm large diameter sewer tank (providing ~400m3 of 
storage) - Improve existing spill issues New High  $                          5,272,621 Low Address existing LOS issues and provide 

for growth
- Investigations are required to identify whether this storage tank can be 
installed on grade or requires a pumped return to the existing network

NAN02_Seddon St WW Storage Avalon - Naenae - Taita Storage & Conveyance

- Provision of 200m3 of storage, consisting of:
   - 100m long 1500mm dia storage tank
   - 150m of 225mm dia gravity sewer 
   - 100m of 150mm dia gravity sewer

- Improve frequent surcharges New High  $                          3,964,836 Low Address existing LOS issues and provide 
for growth

STV05a_Hawthorn Cres Sewer 
Connection

Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park Conveyance 

-  Install a new 225mm dia sewer connection and raise IL of existing 
lines to complete catchment diversions and provide wet weather 
capacity

- Improve surcharge of manholes and constraints in the 
downstream trunk network New/existing High  $                          1,157,898 Low Needed to address existing issues

STV05b_Richard Gr Intrsctn Sewer Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park Conveyance - Upgrade of 310m of existing 375mm dia sewer to 450mm dia. - Improve surcharge of manholes and constraints in the 

downstream trunk network Existing High  $                          5,671,071 Low Needed to address existing issues - Additional investigation into the asset data as there are anomalies with low 
confidence

AVL01_Allen St Storage Avalon - Naenae - Taita Storage - Installation of 100m3 storage tank - Improve existing spilling of manhole New Medium  $                          8,824,208 Low Address existing LOS issues and provide 
for growth

- Whether this storage tank can be installed on grade or requires a pumped 
return to the existing network.

BCT01_Boulcott St WW Main Upgrade Avalon - Naenae - Taita Pump Station - Upgrade 190m main from 150mm to 225mm dia - Improve existing frequent surcharges in manhole Existing Medium  $                          1,573,956 Low Address existing LOS issues - Sensitivity of downstream sewer to this option and tailwater levels

ESB01_Pt Arthur PS Storage Tank Eastbourne Storage - Install a 100m3 storage tank - Improve existing spills New Medium  $                          8,824,208 Low Address existing LOS issues - Difference between model and existing situation

KOK01_Cornish St Sewer Main Upgrade Western Hills Conveyance -  Upgrade the existing sewer main from 150mm da to 225mm dia. - Address modelled spills and improve existing issues Existing Medium  $                          1,157,898 Low Address existing LOS issues - Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade to 
pass additional flow forward requires additional investigation

LOH06_Massey Ave WW Pump Station Central Hutt Pump Station - Increase pump station capacity (from 11L/s to 25L/s) - Address modelled spills Existing Medium  $                          3,752,955 High Growth - Downstream network capacity
- The pump station and rising main capacity and condition

STV03_Delaney Dv Sewer Main 
Upgrade

Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park Conveyance - Upgrade 230m of existing 150mm dia sewer main with a 230m 

long gravity main (i.e. 225mm dia).
- Improve existing spills at manholes
- Address modelled spills at manholes Existing Medium  $                          1,905,315 Low Address existing LOS issues and provide 

for growth
- Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade to 
pass forward additional flow requires additional investigation. 

STV04_Glen Rd Sewer Main Upgrade Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park Investigations - Upgrade 380m of existing 150mm dia sewer main to 225mm dia - Address the modelled overflows in the upper network Existing Medium  $                          1,905,315 Low Address existing LOS issues and provide 

for growth

- Further investigation needs to be undertaken to confirm  modelled asset 
data prior to progressing this option.
- Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade 
requires additional investigation. 

STV02_Korau Gr WW Storage Tank Stokes Valley - Manor 
Park Storage - Install storage tank  (provisionally 100m3) including back flow 

prevention
- Improve the existing spills and address the modelled 
flooding New Medium  $                          8,824,208 Low Address existing LOS issues and provide 

for growth
- Investigations required to identify whether this storage tank can be installed 
on grade or requires a pumped return to the existing network

SVW01_Seaview Rd WW Pump Station 
Upgrade

Seaview-Gracefield - 
Waiwhetu Conveyance - Increase Seaview Rd pump station capacity to 18L/s from 12L/s

- Replace existing rising main with 100mm dia pressure pipe
- Address modelled spilling (caused by inadequate pump 
capacity) Existing Medium  $                          3,933,064 High Address existing LOS issues

-  Capacity of downstream network
- Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade to 
pass forward additional flow

SVW01_Seaview Hutt Park WW Pump 
Station Upgrade

Seaview-Gracefield - 
Waiwhetu Conveyance - Increase Seaview Hutt Park pump station from 7 L/s to 12L/s '- Address modelled spilling (caused by inadequate pump 

capacity) Existing Medium  $                          3,433,263 High Address existing LOS issues
-  Capacity of downstream network
- Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade to 
pass forward additional flow

SVW01_Randwick Rd WW Pump 
Station Upgrade

Seaview-Gracefield - 
Waiwhetu Conveyance - Increase Randwick Rd Pumpstation capacity from 19L/s to 28L/s '- Address modelled spilling (caused by inadequate pump 

capacity) Existing Medium  $                          3,826,404 High Address existing LOS issues
-  Capacity of downstream network
- Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade to 
pass forward additional flow

WAI01_Whites Line WW Storage Seaview-Gracefield - 
Waiwhetu Conveyance - Provide 200m3 storage volume (either tank or pipe storage)

- Improve the existing uncontrolled overflow and other 
smaller flooding locations in the catchment upstream of 
Whites Line PS. 

New Medium  $                          9,480,929 Low Address existing LOS issues

WTL01_Wyndrum Ave Sewer Main 
Upgrade Central Hutt Conveyance - Upgrade 150m long existing 150mm dia sewer main to 225mm dia - Address modelled spilling at manhole and improve 

existing issues. Existing Medium  $                             868,423 Low Address existing LOS issues - Linkage with the trunk performance and the currently proposed upgrade 
requires additional investigation

SUM  $                     124,723,781 

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - WASTEWATER (Ex. Wainuiomata)



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure Type Option Reason/Benefit
New / Existing 

Asset
Included / 

Discounted
Recommended Priority

Level 1 (95 percentile) 
w/out WWL Fee

Expected Opex Trigger for Update Comments

WMTA_WW1_Wise St 
PS 1

Wainuiomata Pump Station - 300L/s upgrade to existing PS on Wise St
- Reduce frequency and volume of 

wet weather overflows
Existing Included High  $                     1,240,234 High

Address existing issues 
and also to meet future 

LoS for growth

Interim upgrade 2020 
planning horizon

WMTA_WW2_Wise St 
PS 2

Wainuiomata Pump Station
- 400L/s upgrade to existing PS
- Upgrade to 1.56km of 560mm Rising 
Main

- Reduce frequency and volume of 
wet weather overflows

Existing Included Low  $                   16,216,021 High
Address existing issues 
and also to meet future 

LoS for growth

Future state 2050 planning 
horizon

WMTA_WW3_Prioritis
ed I&I

Wainuiomata Pipes
- Prioritised inflow and infiltration 
reduction though CCTV investigation and 
relining of pipes with faults

- To reduce inflow and infiltration Existing Included High  $                   41,591,235 Low To meet existing LOS
Interim upgrade 2020 

planning horizon

WMTA_WW4_Targete
d I&I

Wainuiomata Pipes
- Targeted inflow and infiltration reduction 
though CCTV investigation and relining of 
pipes with faults

- To reduce inflow and infiltration Existing Included Low  $                   28,268,572 Low To meet existing LOS 
Future state 2050 planning 

horizon

WMTA_WW6_Greenfi
eld Servicing

Wainuiomata Pump Station, pipes
- New 40L/s PS
- New 2.4km DN180mm rising main

- To service northern greenfield 
development

New Included Medium  $                   10,058,133 High Address future growth
Interim upgrade 2033 

planning horizon

WMTA_WW7_Fraser 
St EOP Storage

Wainuiomata Storage tank
- 120m, 2.1m dia RCRRJ storage pipe in 
berm

- To reduce spills New Included High  $                     5,302,221 Low To meet existing LOS
Interim upgrade 2020 

planning horizon

WMTA_WW8_Main 
Road EOP Storage

Wainuiomata Pipes - 144m length, 2x2.1m dia pipes
- To address existing capacity 

issues and spills
New Included High  $                     6,256,619 Low To meet existing LOS

Interim upgrade 2020 
planning horizon

WMTA_WW9_Private 
Lateral I&I CCTV 

Investigation
Wainuiomata Investigation

- CCTV investigation of private WW 
laterals and relining of pipes with faults

- To reduce inflow and infiltration N/A Included Medium  $                   28,715,135 Low To meet existing LOS
Interim upgrade 2020 

planning horizon

WMTA_WW10_Wellin
gton Rd PS Upgrade

Wainuiomata Pump Station
- Upgrade to 225L/s for existing 
Wellington Rd Pump Station

- To reduce spills Existing Included Low  $                     1,087,040 High
Address future LoS for 

growth
Future state 2050 planning 

horizon

WMTA_WW11_Duplic
ate Gravity Main in 

Tunnel
Wainuiomata Pipes

- Duplicate 355mm OD PE gravity main in 
existing tunnel

- To address potential future 
development which may push for a 

replacement of the on-site WW 
disposal.

New Included Low  $                     7,671,203 Low
Address future LoS for 

growth
Future state 2050 planning 

horizon

SUM 146,406,414$                 

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - WASTEWATER - WAINUIOMATA



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure 
type Option Reason / Benefit New / Existing 

Asset
Included / 
Discounted

Recommended 
Priority

Level 1 (95 percentile) w/out 
WWL Fee Expected opex Trigger for upgrade Information gaps

PNATN_ Option_1b_Te Mome 
Pump Station, Wakefield St, 

Fitzherbert St, & Kiwi St Upgrade 
Petone-Alicetown Pump station, 

New pipes 
- Construction of new pump station, stormwater pipes and 
manholes

- Improve the pumping capacity of current undersized 
pump stations. 
- Address existing flooding issues

New Included Medium  $                            31,935,907 High Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

PNATN_ Option_2_William St Pump 
Station and South St Upgrade Petone-Alicetown Pump station, 

New pipes 
- Construction of new pump station, stormwater pipes and 
manholes - To address flooding issues New Discounted Low  $                            13,263,556 High Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

PNATN_ Option_3a_John St Pump 
Station & Nelson St Upgrade Petone-Alicetown Pump station, 

New pipes 
- Construction of new pump station, stormwater pipes and 
manholes

- Reduce flooding in the John Street pump station 
catchment New Included High  $                            21,060,889 High Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

Further investigations into 
a PS at the end of Nelson 

Street

PNATN_ Option_4_Marsden St 
Pump Station, Marsden St & Bridge 

St Upgrade
Petone-Alicetown Pump station, 

New pipes 
- Construction of new pump station, stormwater pipes and 
manholes

- Reduce flooding around Pharazyn Street. Existing pump 
station undersized. New Included Low  $                              6,121,248 High Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

Further investigation into 
the capacity constraints 
between the flooding in 

Pharazyn Street and 
Marsden Street pump 

station are needed

PNATN_ Option_6_Nelson St, 
Regent St, & Hutt Road Upgrade Petone-Alicetown New pipes and 

nodes - Construction of stormwater pipes and manholes - Reduce existing flooding issues New Included Medium  $                            18,738,640 Med Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

PNATN_ Option_7_Kiwi St, 
Beaumont St, Laery St, & Railway 

Ave Upgrade
Petone-Alicetown New pipes and 

nodes - Construction of stormwater pipes and manholes - Reduce flooding. Existing stormwater pipes are 
undersized. New Included Medium  $                              5,843,668 Med Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

SUM SUM
 $                            83,700,352 

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - STORMWATER (Petone-Alicetown)



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure 
type Option Reason / Benefit New / Existing 

Asset
Included / 
Discounted

Recommended 
Priority

Level 1 (95 
percentile) w/out 

WWL Fee
Expected opex Trigger for upgrade Information gaps

AVL_Option 1_Taita Drive SW 
Pump Station and Realignment Avalon - Naenae - Taita Alignment - New Pump station (4m3/s capacity)

- Realignment from High St, along Mabey Rd, and down Taita Dr

- Improve conveyance & backwater effects/ponding 
- Pumping will assist discharge to the Hutt River when 
flows are high.

New Included Medium  $            63,050,415 High Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

BOU_MEL_Option_1_High Street 
SW upgrade + Pump station Central Hutt Pump Station & 

main upgrade
- New pump station
- Main upgraded in diameter to convey more flow

- Improve conveyance & backwater effects/ponding 
- Pumping will assist discharge to the Hutt River when 
flows are high.

New / existing Included Medium  $            61,918,204 High Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

The impact of upsizing the 
High Street main.

BOU_Option 1_Kingston St SW 
Rising Main Central Hutt Rising Main - A new rising main - Pump flows from properties affected by ponding New Included Medium  $              7,898,312 Med Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

MEL_Option_2_Kings Crescent SW  
Diversion Central Hutt Flow diversion

- Flow diversion and pumping at diversion 
- Riverlink proposed sump and storm alignment upgrades undertaken 
alongside Pretoria Street Opahu Diversion 
- The Melling diversion is undertaken with one of the Woburn 
diversions to maximise flooding improvements

- Reduce backwater effects by diverting stream flows 
to the Hutt River. 
- Pumping will assist discharge to the Hutt River when 
flows are high. 

New Included High  $            36,573,860 High (pump) / 
Low (pipe)

Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

The most feasible route for 
diversion of the Opahu 

Stream.

NN_CH_1_Naenae Waiwhetū 
Stream Upgrade Avalon - Naenae - Taita Stream 

upgrade - Waiwhetū Stream upgrade (between Waddington Dr and Balgownie St) - Increase capacity of stream to reduce backwater 
effects on network. Existing Included Medium  $                  989,878 High Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

NN_ST_1_Naenae Park Detention 
Storage Avalon - Naenae - Taita Spillway/Weir

- Detention storage in Naenae Park during Waiwhetū Stream high flows.
- A spillway/weir and the park regraded to allow detention.
- Flow to re-enter the channel slowly at the southern end of the park

- Detain flows to slowly re-enter the network. Storage 
should help to offset downstream effects of the increase 
in channel conveyance

New Included Medium  $              1,869,060 Med Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

NN_UPG_2_Rimu Street SW 
Diversion Avalon - Naenae - Taita Flow diversion - A new alignment from Prebble Street, along Rimu Street to the 

Waiwhetū Stream. 

- Divert large flows to channel with more capacity to 
reduce overland flow from pooling 
- Improve ponding 

Existing Included Medium  $            21,012,455 Low Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

NN_UPG_3_Dempsey Rd to 
Waiwhetū Stream Pipe Upgrade Avalon - Naenae - Taita

Pipe upgrade, 
new alignment 

and new 
connection

- Pipe upgrade along Chapman Cres, Dempsey St, Bush St, and Naenae 
Rd. 
- A new alignment to bifurcate some flows to the Waiwhetū Stream 
where the channel upgrade is proposed
- A new connection, and upgrade of the Seddon St main

- Improve conveyance to reduce ponding New / Existing Included Medium  $            23,036,258 Low Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

NN_UPG_4_Naenae Rd Bifurcation Avalon - Naenae - Taita

New pipe 
connection

Pipe upgrade 
New pipe

- A new connection is installed
- the main along Naenae Rd is upgraded and new pipe is installed to 
continue to Rata St to discharge to the Waiwhetū Stream. 

- Provide conveyance storage to reduce overland flow 
and ponding in properties New / Existing Included Medium  $            12,300,382 Low Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

WOB_Option_2_Woburn + 
Riddiford St SW Diversion Central Hutt Stream 

diversion
- Incorporates Option 1 – Woburn but includes an additional diversion 
location for the Opahu Stream at Riddiford St. 

- Reduce backwater effects on the network from the 
Opahu Stream by diverting stream flows to the Hutt 
River. 
- Pumping will assist discharge to the Hutt River when 
flows are high. 

New Included High  $            77,005,400 High Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

Further investigation is 
recommended to 

determine the most 
feasible route for diversion 

of the Opahu Stream

Waterloo_West_Option 
2_Waterloo Rd SW Rising Main Central Hutt Pump overland 

flows

- Pump overland flows from Oxford Terrace. This solution would only be 
feasible in conjunction with one of the Opahu Stream diversions 
(Melling and Woburn solutions) 

- Collect overland flows from Oxford Terrace that cause 
ponding in properties along Waterloo Rd. 
- Reduce impact of flooding in Waterloo Station

New Included Medium  $            32,107,847 High Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

Waterloo_West_Upgrade_1_Knight
s Rd/Birch St Floor Level Raise Central Hutt Floor level 

survey

- An assessment on floor levels along Mahoe St, Birch St, and Knights Rd 
to determine whether floor levels are above predicted flood levels. 
Followed by raising floor levels for properties at risk of flooding. 

- Reduce inundation for properties in flood prone 
depression. N/A Included Medium  $              4,900,493 N/A Needed to address existing issues and 

also to meet future LoS for growth

SV_Stokes Valley Catchment- 
Stormwater Flood Mitigation Stokes Valley New pipes and 

nodes

A range of solutions have been developed to meet a 1% AEP, in order to 
provide a high-level cost estimate. Further work is required to refine 
these solutions, and prioritise them given the high-cost to achieve this 
level of protection in the catchment. 

- Stormwater flood mitigation for 1% AEP New Included Medium  $          293,706,543 Med Needed to address existing issues and 
also to meet future LoS for growth

SUM  $          636,369,108 

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - STORMWATER (CENTRAL, EASTERN AND STOKES VALLEY)



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure Type Option Reason/Benefit
New / Existing 

Asset
Level 1 (95 percentile) w/out 

WWL Fee
Trigger for Update Comments

Upgrade stormwater 
network at Stokes Valley 

Road
Stokes Valley Pipes and Sumps

• Upsize the existing 750mm diameter pipeline between 493 and 435 Stokes Valley Road to 1350mm diameter culvert, and the 
900mm diameter culvert between 435 Stokes Valley and the Korau Culvert to 1500mm diameter culvert with some adjustment to 
the vertical alignment for 1% AEP 
• Barricade around the inlet at 493 Stokes Valley Road to isolate people and minimise the risk of drowning 
• Divert the upstream part of sub-catchment O (discharging to the stream) to drain to the pipe system at Stokes Valley, starting 
outside property No. 570 Stokes Valley Road. Diversion reduces the flooding problems downstream, where the options to upgrade 
the downstream networks are limited 
• Add pipe network starting from outside No. 570 Stokes Valley and upgrade the existing 225 diameter pipeline between 560 and 
525 Stokes Valley Road to 1350mm diameter 
• Install High-Capacity sump upstream of property No. 568 Stokes Valley Road. To control the surface runoff before it entre this 
private property 
• Upgrade the existing 1050 mm diameter pipeline between 435 and 371 Stokes Valley to 1500mm diameter culvert, including 
adjustment of the vertical alignment for the culvert 
• Install a new 1500 dia culvert from 371 Stokes Valley to the intersection of Tanekaha Street and upgrade existing pipes along 
Stokes Valley Road from Tanekaha Street and Rawhiti Street stream

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

Upgrade of Raukawa 
Street Culvert

Stokes Valley
Culvert Upgrade  

Stream Capacity and 
Sumps

• Upgrade existing 1050 diameter culvert between property number 15 and 10 Raukawa Street to 1350 diameter, 
• Increase the capacity of the downstream section of the existing stream by installing 450mm high bunds along the stream. The 
bunds installation would achieve a 300mm freeboard, 
• Replace existing sumps outside number 15 and 10 Raukawa Street to higher capacity sumps.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

Upgrade Stormwater 
network in Kairimu Street 

and Akepiro Grove
Stokes Valley

Kerb and Channel, 
Pipe/Culvert and 

Sumps

• Establish a new Kerb and Channel along Akepiro Grove to divert surface water running down this road away from Koraunui school 
grounds, 
• Install new sumps at the intersection of Kairimu Street and Akepiro Grove to control surface runoff from upstream section of the 
roads, 
• Upgrade the existing 300 and 375 dia pipe between 17 Kairimu Street and Stokes Valley Road to a new 900 dia culvert and connect 
to the proposed culvert at Stokes Valley Road, 
• Install High-capacity sump (Superpit) outside 17 Kairimu Road.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

New pipework in George 
Street 

Stokes Valley
Sumps, Culvert,  
Outlet Upgrade

• Install new Megapits outside 375 and 400 George Street and connect to the proposed culverts along George Street, 
• New 1800mm diameter culverts along George Street between property numbers 400 and 113 George Street. Installation of 
1800mm diameter culverts along George Street is to drain to the existing stream, 
• Upgrade existing 225mm diameter outlet discharging to the stream at the rear of 109 George Street.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

New pipework in Chittick 
Street

Stokes Valley Sumps
Replace existing single sumps outside property numbers 11 and 20 Chittick Street with new Megapits and connect to the proposed 
culverts at George Street.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

Upgrade of the piped 
network in Delany Drive, 
August Street, Hanson, 

and Rintoul Grove

Stokes Valley Culverts, Sumps

• Install 2x1200mm diameter culverts along Delaney Drive starting from Shackleton Grove intersection and connecting to the 
proposed pipe network at George Street, 
• Divert pipe network between 80 and 74 Delaney Drive; connects to the proposed drainage system along Delany Drive, 
• Divert pipe flow starting from outside property number 3 August Street; connects to the proposed culverts at Delaney Drive, 
• Retain the existing pipeline at the rear of property numbers 49 and 29 to drain the already connected properties to this line, 
• Upgrade existing sumps to high-capacity sumps in Delaney and connect to the new proposed culverts, 
• Upgrade existing 600mm diameter pipe from the intersection of Wainhouse Street and number 18 Hanson Grove to 900 dia.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

Upgrade and re-route 
Lowry Crescent and Lowry 

Heights Stormwater 
network

Stokes Valley Pipes

• Install a new 450 dia pipe from outside 24 Lowry Crescent and connect to the manhole at Lowry Cres and Horoeka Street 
intersection. Upgrade existing 300mm diameter pipeline to 600mm diameter pipeline between 41 and 43 Horoeka Street, 
• 9B Lowry Crescent: The inlet and outlet pipes connected to the manhole in the driveway are 150mm diameter. Upgrade the SW 
system and connect to the proposed 450mm diameter pipe at Lowry Crescent to deviate the flow instead of discharging the 
pipelines crossing property numbers 10 and 8 Lowry Crescent, 
• 37 Lowry Crescent: Pipes conveying flow from the creek are 300mm diameter before decreasing to 225mm diameter and 
becoming under capacity. Install a new 450mm diameter pipeline and intake and connect to the proposed within the Lowry Cres 
rather than discharging to pipelines along the back of properties, 
• Consider connecting the creek and associated SW system at 1 Lowry heights to the new suggested pipe within Lowry Crescent, 
instead of the 225mm diameter discharging to the 600mm diameter at the back of 16-24 Lowry Crescent.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

Upgrade in Poppy Watts 
Grove 

Stokes Valley Culvert
• Upgrade the existing 1050mm diameter culvert, crossing Poppy Watts Gr between 404 Stokes Valley (on Poppy Watts side) and 14 
Poppy Watts, to a new 1500mm diameter culvert for 1% AEP. 
• Upgrade the depth of the existing streams by 450mm. Upgraded stream depth would allow a 300mm freeboard.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

Upgrade Stormwater 
network in Tawhai Glen 

and Glen Road 
Stokes Valley

Pipe/Culvert,  
Diversion

• Upgrade the pipe network along Tawhai Street to 1500mm diameter culvert,
 • Upgrade piped network along Glen Road to 2000mm diameter culvert, 
• Increase capacity of the stream by diverting some of the catchments to drain to the proposed culvert within Tawhai Street.

- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New/Existing  N/A 
Needed to address existing issues 

and also to meet future LoS for 
growth

LOS + Sequencing to be 
deteremined. 

SUM 293,706,543$                               

HUTT CITY GROWTH STUDY - STORMWATER - STOKES VALLEY



Reference Growth Areas Infrastructure Type Option Reason/Benefit
New / 

Existing 
Asset

Included / 
Discounted

Recommended 
Priority

Level 1 (95 percentile) 
w/out WWL Fee

Expected Opex Trigger for Update Comments

WMTA_SW3_ Storage C: 
Upper Fitzherbert Wetland

Wainuiomata Wetland - 1.05ha wetland (ave depth 1.5m)
- Address existing flooding with 
consideration of forecast growth

New Included Medium  $                    20,402,518 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2033 planning horizon

WMTA_SW4_Black Creek A: 
Wellington Rd to Upper 

Fitzherbert
Wainuiomata Channel

- 332m of channel deepend by 3m and 
ave width 3m

- Increase capacity of channel by 6m3/s 
with catchment growth taking up 
1.4m3/s of the increased capacity

Existing Included High  $                      2,098,689 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2020 planning horizon

WMTA_SW5_Black Creek B: 
Norfolk St to Wellington Rd

Wainuiomata Channel - 1190m existing channel widened

- Increased capacity of channel by 
25.8m3/s with catchment growth 
taking up 10.3m3/s of this increased 
capacity

Existing Included High  $                      5,754,307 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2020 planning horizon

WMTA_SW6_Black Creek C: 
Nelson Cr to Norfolk St and 

Nelson Cr Bridge
Wainuiomata Channel

- 1500m existing channel widened
- Bridge redesign

- Increased capacity of channel by 
29.1m3/s with catchment growth 
taking up 11.3m3/s of increased 
capacity

Existing Included High  $                      6,998,648 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2020 planning horizon

WMTA_SW7_Parkway Drain 
Improvements

Wainuiomata Channel, weir
- 595m existing channel widened
- Weir removed

- Increased capacity by 6.8m3/s, with 
catchment growth taking up 0.8m3/s of 
this increased capacity.

Existing Included High  $                      2,438,147 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2020 planning horizon

WMTA_SW8_Waiu St SW 
Upgrade

Wainuiomata Pipes
- SW pipes upgrade along Waiu St
- Support adjacent buildings within 
3m of alignment

- Address capacity issues Existing Included Medium  $                    13,426,145 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2033-2050 planning 
horizon

WMTA_SW9_Lees/Fraser St 
SW Upgrade

Wainuiomata Pipes

- Upgrade SW pipes along Lees/Fraser 
St. 
- Support adjacent buildings within 
3m of alignment

- Address capacity issues Existing Included Medium  $                    28,339,947 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2020 planning horizon

WMTA_SW10_Upper 
Fitzherbert SW Network

Wainuiomata Pipes
- New SW network in Upper 
Fitzherbert to drain to proposed 
wetland

Growth - For new development in 
Upper Fitzherbert

New Included Medium  $                    10,677,083 Low

Needed to address 
existing issues and also 
to meet future LoS for 

growth

2033 planning horizon

SUM SUM 90,135,484$                    
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constructed along the true left riverbank, which should not cause major conflicts with other services or 
infrastructure. During concept design both options are recommended to be investigated.  

 
Stormwater 
The key focus for solutions in Boulcott is to address ponding for properties that appear to be in an old stream 
bed. The following describes two preferred solutions and three options to mitigate the ponding in Boulcott. 
The Melling Rd pump station proposed by the Riverlink project is utilised in the proposed solutions. 
 
There are two preferred options provided for Boulcott - Kingston St Rising Main and High Street upgrade + 
Pump station. The other options are soakage tanks, floor level raises, pump stations and a stream diversion. 
 
The focus for stormwater solutions in Woburn and Melling is to relieve some of the flows in the Opahu 
Stream which much of the Melling, Woburn and Waterloo West network discharges to. A combination of the 
Kings Crescent Diversion and the Woburn Diversion + Riddiford St Diversion are preferred noting that the 
Kings Crescent Diversion would likely provide the greatest benefit to the Melling catchment including the 
‘Golden Triangle’ area. 
 
The focus for stormwater solutions in Waterloo West is to address localised ponding that results from 
depressions in the terrain. The solutions propose upgrades to mitigate flooding that is residual following 
the Opahu Stream upgrades. The preferred option is the Waterloo Rd Rising Main. Other options are floor 
level raises and soakage/storage. 
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Wastewater – to support growth in Medium Term  
• Wise Park pumpstation upgrades (Stage 1 and Stage 2) 
• I& I programme primarily for level of service requirements 
• Greenfield servicing 
• Fraser storage tank and Main/Rowe storage tank 
• Assessment and replace of laterals for LOS  
 
Wastewater – to support growth in Long-Term 
• Duplication of the gravity line (from Wainuiomata to Gracefield) 
• Further I&I work 
• Upgrade of Wellington Road Pump Station 
 
Stormwater – – to support growth in Medium Term  
• New detention/wetland to provide for northern greenfield growth 
• Black Creek widening (top, middle, and lower sections) 
• Parkway widening 
• Lees/Fraser pipe upgrade 
• Upper Fitzherbert pipe upgrade to provide for growth 
 
Stormwater – to support growth in Long-Term  
• Waiu stormwater upgrade to provide for growth 
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Figure E.6: Naenae North - Stormwater Solutions 

The key focus for stormwater solutions in Avalon is to improve conveyance in the Taita Drive main which 
should in turn improve capacity issues where the network discharges to the Taita Drive main. It is also to 
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Figure E.8: Greenfield development sites in Stokes Valley and proposed upgrades 

Wastewater 
A key constraint is the relatively small diameter pipe section at Stokes Valley Road directly north of the 
intersection with Richard Grove and Glen Road. Modelling results show this potential constraint causes 
backwater issues further up in the catchment.   
 
Stormwater  
Stormwater flooding investigations identified a number of issues with the existing network including:  

• Inadequate or incorrect location of sumps to capture surface runoff  

• Overgrown vegetation, sedimentation, and debris in the streams, stream inlets and sumps reducing 
network capacity.  

• Under capacity conveyance systems.  

Concept level upgrades have been developed across the catchment, which involve a range of pipe/culvert 
upsizing, diversions, and high-capacity sump upgrades, across 9 areas. The extensive upgrades identified  are 
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likely to be unaffordable and require further refinement and community engagement on levels of service and 
costs involved to support prioritisation and options for funding.     

• Upgrade stormwater network at Stokes Valley Road  

• Upgrade of Raukawa Street Culvert 

• Upgrade Stormwater network in Kairimu Street and Akepiro Grove 

• New pipework in George Street 

• New pipework in Chittick Street 

• Upgrade of the piped network in Delany Drive, August Street, Hanson, and Rintoul Grove 

• Upgrade and re-route Lowry Crescent and Lowry Heights Stormwater network  

• Upgrade in Poppy Watts Grove  

• Upgrade Stormwater network in Tawhai Glen and Glen Road  
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Figure E.11: Greenfield sites in the Western Hills study area 

Wastewater 
I&I investigations are recommended to firstly quantify existing I&I (as this catchment was not directly 
monitored during the model calibration) and to assess if I&I reduction could be of benefit for this catchment. 
 
Stormwater 
Greenfield developer/s will be required to demonstrate Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) practices, 
provide stormwater neutrality, and demonstrate no downstream effects. 
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APPENDIX F: STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT 
(SEA) CASE STUDY   
 
F.1 SEA Background 
Wellington Water commissioned a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) to account for the effects of 
planned and future growth across the Wellington Region for which Wellington Water manages its client 
councils three waters assets. 
 
Key catchments currently serviced by Wellington Waters three waters network were assessed in terms of 
the Ecosystem Services provided to people in those catchments, from groundwater, surface water, and 
coastal water receiving environments.  
 
Within the SEA population growth was considered as the key driver for change in potential impacts and was 
assessed at the strategic level regarding how potential or actual impacts may change over the 30-year growth 
period. There are other potential drivers of changes in impacts, climate change is briefly commented on as it 
may exacerbate potential changes in impacts. 
 
An ecosystems services approach was undertaken to this assessment which means that it focused on the 
benefits people obtain from ecosystems. Therefore, the conclusion on sensitivity is grouped into the 
following four services: 

1. Provisional: Essential resources, food, freshwater. 

2. Regulative: Climate regulation, water purification, disease control. 

3. Supporting: nutrient cycling, primary production. 

4. Cultural: Aesthetics, cultural heritage, and sense of place (mana whenua), educational, recreational, 
spiritual, and religious. 

Two scenarios are used in the assessment: 

• Maintain Status Quo Scenario – Under this scenario environmental impacts have been assessed based 
on population growth without any specific Wellington Water intervention response other than 
continuing to meet regulatory requirements (i.e., policy implementation, meeting current consent 
conditions, implementing new consents and consent renewals) through maintenance of current three 
waters infrastructure 

• Strategic Intervention Scenario – Under this scenario impacts of the three waters network on the 
receiving environment have been assessed assuming a level of intervention has been implemented to 
reduce significance of impacts. 

 
The objective of the impact assessment is to identify the likely significance of impacts on the environment 
resulting from Wellington Waters response to population growth over the next 30 years in order to maintain 
three waters services to the Wellington region.  
 
Impacts determined to be ‘Moderate’, ‘High’ or ‘Very High’ are deemed significant. Where impacts are 
determined to be significant then mitigation measures are required to reduce these impacts to an acceptable 
level i.e., ‘Low’ or ‘Very Low’. Refer to Figure F-1 for further information. 
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F.3 Wastewater network impacts arising from growth under the two SEA 
scenarios 

The Wainuiomata & Orongorongo catchment moderate or above impacts arising from growth are anticipated 
on surface/freshwater and estuary/CMA ecosystem values. This arises primarily from the anticipated 
increase in frequency and magnitude of wastewater overflows plus increased loads discharged from the 
treatment plant that can affect ecological, cultural, and recreational based ecosystem services values.  
 
With the consideration of strategic interventions these impacts could be reduced to generally moderate 
ratings. It is not expected that interventions could be undertaken to address all the impacts of growth within 
suitable timelines to keep pace with growth hence the significance is not reducing down to low or very low.  
 
Within the middle to lower Hutt River catchment there was generally a higher rating of potential impact 
significance across all receiving environments and ecosystem services compared to the Wainuiomata and 
Orongorongo. In general, the impact significance dropped to moderate under a strategic intervention 
scenario.  
 
In both of these catchments the fact that the impact significance does not drop to low or very low under the 
implement strategic interventions scenario highlights the risk that in areas with existing effects from their 
operations and where networks are under pressure “new” strategic interventions are not likely to occur in 
time to address all potential future impacts or may not be affordable to minimise effects totally. Strategic 
interventions refer to targeted policy, infrastructure and non-infrastructure solutions that make a positive 
step towards managing the impacts of growth.  
 
This leads to a consideration within the adaptive planning approach to managing growth of whether it is 
better to seek that growth in certain areas be avoided or minimised if it is too challenging or costly to adapt 
to and the risk of adverse effects is too high.



   
 

 
 

Figure F.2: SEA – Wastewater Growth Environmental Impact Assessment on Freshwater; Estuary/CMA; 
Groundwater 
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F.4 Stormwater network impacts arising from growth under the two 
SEA scenarios 

The effect of growth on the impact of the stormwater network are anticipated to be significant in the 
surface freshwater and Estuary/CMA receiving environments for both the Hutt River and Wainuiomata & 
Orongorongo catchments with higher significance effects anticipated in the middle to lower Hutt River 
catchment than the Wainuiomata & Orongorongo catchment.  
 
It is anticipated that with even with intervention (i.e., under the Strategic Intervention Scenario) some 
significant impacts would still occur – at best there could be reduced to “high” impacts in the Hutt River 
catchment and “moderate” impact in the Wainuiomata & Orongorongo catchment. 
 
This is due to the values of the receiving environments but also the recognition that best practice 
stormwater interventions would not address all effects of growth. For example, new development may 
not fully implement water sensitive urban design especially where growth occurs as infill in existing areas 
and drains to existing networks that may not be modified. In addition, growth in population will likely 
grow vehicle numbers and with increased contaminant load through existing stormwater networks may 
increase.  

  

 
Figure F.3: Stormwater Growth Environmental Impact Assessment on Freshwater; Estuary/CMA 
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F.5 Water Supply impacts arising from growth under the two SEA 
scenarios 

 
In Lower Hutt the impact of the water supply network operation is anticipated to be different for the two 
catchments. Within the Wainuiomata & Orongorongo catchment it is expected to be more significant on 
the surface freshwater receiving environment and, in the middle, to lower Hutt River more significant on 
groundwater. In both, it is anticipated that interventions will still result in some significant impacts.  
 
Even with water demand control interventions and loss minimisation etc. there is likely to still be a 
requirement for more supply, therefore some impacts are still likely to occur as a result of taking more 
water. 

 
Figure F.4: Water Supply Growth Environmental Impact Assessment on Ground Water and Surface Water  
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3.3.1 
Further investigation into capacity constraints in the network upstream of 
the Marsden Street pump station to determine the cause of flooding in 
Pharazyn Street.  

Wellington 
Water 

3.3.2 Investigate pump upgrade options for the Te Mome Pump Station Wellington 
Water 

3.3.3 Investigate upsizing the Nelson Street culvert, Regent Street stormwater main 
and John Street pump station.  

Wellington 
Water 

3.3.4 Consider storage or options to reduce and elongate peak runoff upstream of 
the Udy Street culvert. 

Wellington 
Water 

 
 
 




